About the Afro House Concert Series

The Baltimore-based Afro House Concert Series is a celebration of the city's extraordinary maker scene. The series features composer and pianist Scott Patterson on piano, Afro House ensembles (including the Astronaut Symphony), special guests, and local food, beverage and tech makers.

Located in the Northeast Baltimore neighborhood of Hamilton-Lauraville, every other month Afro House’s co-founders, Alisha Patterson and Scott Patterson open their home and invite people to join them in creating Disruptive. Music. Culture. The series serves as a laboratory for the food, beverage, tech and music makers involved. Experimentation is the rule instead of the exception. Thus, new ideas are explored in a safe and intimate setting.

The proximity inherent in these gatherings creates a unique shared experience, one in which all the senses are engaged. There are no barriers between the concert goers and the makers. As a result, genuine connections are made because of the organic, communal nature of the series.